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The Principal's Words
In the era of a transition toward sustainability, Tunghai University, taking the responsibility to change
society as a role of a practitioner, was committed to guard and create the value of society.
Fifty years ago, James Hunter, a professor from Tunghai University, started a movement of improving the drinking water quality and in Dadu Mountain
by having his students engage in social service through a working camp to solve the problems of water shortages and sanitation which had been bothering
the residents of Dadu Mountain. Such a spirit and a sense of mission have been deeply implanted in this University of Christianity, Tunghai University.
What he has done is similar to the way we guide students to learn to care for people and natural environments, contemplate how life goes, and
further bring our power into full play to contribute to society. In the project award of 2018 University Social Responsibility (USR) by the Ministry
of Education, Tunghai University was awarded the first place among the private schools. This was surely not a coincidence; rather, it was our
teachers' efforts that deeply rooted in the community with their services and caring activities in early times, which brought a great impact of
making a change to society.
This year, we published the first USR report of Tunghai University with an aim to disclose any information and progress concerning
social responsibilities and sustainable development to the stakeholders. Not only is this USR report simply information disclosure, but it
also is a foundation on which each USR project can be based on improvement, as we hope. To make information disclosure of USR
progress from a report to reporting, it is mandatory for Tunghai University to make the determination of announcing the launch of the
USR project.
Tunghai University has paid a great deal of attention to the issue of sustainable development, deeply knowing that education is the
stepping stone of the realization of sustainable development. It is believed that education with great quality can bring great welfare to
individuals, communities, and countries. We have promoted the USR project and implemented the core spirit of "connection with locals
" by the Ministry of Education, assisting in the local community to solve any social problems. Meanwhile, we have established the
school-level "Commission on Strategic Development for USR" and "USR Project-Launching Office" so as to put resources and actions
into greater effect. We founded the "Center of Asian Local Creation, Tunghai University" with the purpose of making the locals become
the highlight realm on which Tunghai will put emphasis in the future. The contribution to and the influence on society by the school
could be put into practice. We made an effort to connect together the sustainable development goals for the United Nations (UN SDGs).
Which sustainable development goals Tunghai University could prioritize depended on the four means, namely research, education,
organization, and external leadership.
Currently, university education has faced serious problems concerned by a lot of people, such as declining birthrate causing the crisis
of the decreasing number of students, higher education lacking educational resources, and the change of social values. We have i
mplemented the project of sustainable development for school affairs by drawing up three goals, four strategies, and six dimensions, aiming
to forge the vision of "becoming an innovative and outstanding university with profound liberal arts, a warm and friendly campus, and active
and diverse learning".

Tunghai principal
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We aims to promote two types of languages, four kinds of learning, and four topics of sustainability The two types of languages include foreign languages and computer
languages, meaning strengthening the basic skills required for students' professional learning. Liberal arts learning, interdisciplinary learning, and digital learning are what we
continue to focus on, as well as an emphasis on the development of autonomous learning capabilities. Also, we have developed various learning resources on the four topics

Professional
Development

Strategy ２

of sustainable issues, such as culture, society, economy, and ecology, so as to provide students with an opportunity for interdisciplinary learning and to cultivate students'
professional capabilities.

We have promoted interdisciplinary and integrated research by focusing on social key issues, such as senior society, biomedical materials,and sustainable environment, and
some trends with regard to significant economic and technological developments, such as smart machinery, and the Internet of things (IOT). The establishment of an
entrepreneurial ecosystem also lays focus on the four topics of sustainability like culture, society, economics, and ecology. This emphasizes the combination of humanities and

Innovation
Research

Strategy 3

technology. We have established spin-off enterprises for accelerating the industrialization of teachers' results and assisting teachers and students in entrepreneurship.

Being an international campus to be linked with international networks is regarded as the main developing direction to connect the international. We have promoted the
multi-nationalization of teachers, connected with emerging markets, and welcomed students around the world. We have strengthened the international mobility of our teachers
and students and kept promoting communication with our partner schools, exchange student programs, and international internship. In terms of research, we have established

Connecting
International

Strategy 4

a master-apprentice nurturing mechanism in one academician and one student. Moreover, in combination with alumni in the field of academia abroad, international cooperation
for teachers' research can be strengthened, and the energy of research and development can be well enhanced.

We have developed strong infrastructures, friendly learning environments, asset activation, and lean school affairs. In terms of school affairs governance, we will converge and
analyze considerable school research information and built up system analyses as references for planning and decision-making of school affairs. The purpose of the strategy of
intelligent school affairs is to provide an intelligent and friendly teaching and research environment, support students' learning, academic research, and international

Intelligent
School Affairs

development, and enhance the efficiency of the administration through efficient management, lean school affairs, and complete internal control.

Recognition earned every time is definitely an inspiration. Tunghai University has received subsidies for the Teaching Excellence Program for 13 years in a roll, and the subsidies accumulated have exceeded 800 million
dollars. In the meantime, we also ranked first for the subsidy of the USR project by the Ministry of Education among private schools in 2018. According to the survey of "Taiwan's Best University Rankings" in Global Views
Monthly in 2018, Tunghai University ranked 12th across the country (2nd in the central area) for comprehensive universities. In the future, Tunghai University will keep cultivating and linking the USR project, local creation, and
UN SDGs. We hope to initiate a great future through the school affairs development practice for changing society.
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Result and Recognition

Professional Development

Innovation research
The first among private schools

Thirteen years in a row
The school has continuously received subsidies for
the Teaching Excellence Program, the amount of
which has accumulated up to 839 million dollars.

123.58 million dollars
The school received subsidies for the
"Higher Education Sprout Project"
from the Ministry of Education in 2018.

Ranked first among private schools
The school has so far had 11 outstanding alumni
who have won the honor of academicians of the
Academia Sinica, which made it rank first among
private schools across the country.

The second among private schools
across the country
The school ranked second among private universities
for Webometrics of world's online universities.
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The "number of projects" and the "amount of money"
of 2018 University Social Responsibility (USR) by the
Ministry of Education both have madeThe school the
first among private schools.

1180 Projects from the Ministry
of Science and Technology
From 2014 to 2018, Tunghai University received 1180
projects from the Ministry of Science and Technology,
and the amount of money has reached to 859.76
million dollars.

1.84015 billion dollars
For the past 4 years, the number of projects
of the subsidies for the government resource
in total has reached 2096, and the amount of
money has totaled 1.84015 billion dollars.

The fourth among private schools
across the country
The school ranked fourth for the Google
Scholar Citations.

Eight years in a row
The school has implemented the "Project for Enhancing
the Competitive Power of Manufacturers in Industrial Parks"
by the Industrial Development Bureau, Ministry of
Economic Affairs for eight years in a row.
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Connecting International

AACSB international certification
The management college of Tunghai University has been
awarded the AACSB international certification, making it
in the top 5% best business and management colleges
around the world.

Ranked second across the country
According to the survey of "Taiwan's Best University
Rankings" in Global Views Monthly in 2018, the
full-time foreign teachers account for 7.13% of all
the teachers, meaning that the school ranked second
for international teachers across the country.

Eight years in a row
The school has been subsidized for 21,114,032 dollars
for the Sea-Learning and Dream-Building Program by
the Ministry of Education.

261 schools
In the 106 academic year, the school has had 261 partner
schools established abroad and across the strait.
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Intelligent school affairs

Ranked twelfth across the country
According to the survey of "Taiwan's Best University Rankings"
in Global Views Monthly in 2018, Tunghai University ranked
twelfth across the country (second in the central area) for
comprehensive universities.

The most beautiful campus in Taiwan
In 2018, for the "Top 100 Most Popular College
Rankings" made by the Network thermometer,
DailyView, Tunghai University won the first place
on the Internet, earning the reputation of "the most
beautiful campus in Taiwan".

Low-carbon university
The ecological farm on the campus of Tunghai
University has been awarded "Outstanding
Contribution to the Low-Carbon Sustainable
City of Taichung".

Base of Urban food forest
The ecological farm of Tunghai has been given a
quality award of "Sustainable Operation for the
Base of Urban Food Forest in Taichung City".
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About Tunghai
School Site

Tunghai University, founded in 1995 and located in Xitun District, Taichung

spirit of "truth, faith, and deeds". Tunghai University aims to develop

City, is the earliest university to implement general education and labor

technology and knowledge that facilitate social progress and nurturing

service education. It is also the first private university to be established

Tunghai people with the ability to be professional, developing, diverse, and

and upgraded without institution status changes in Taiwan.

pioneering. Accordingly, the school's vision is expected to become an

Founding time

1
2
3
4

The school has become an innovative
and outstanding university with
profound liberal arts.

Students have been equipped with
two types of languages (foreign
languages and computer languages).

Students have experienced three
kinds of learning (learning of
liberal arts, interdisciplinary
learning, and digital learning).

We have promoted four
topics of sustainability,
such as society, economy,
culture, and ecology.

There are 11 academicians in the school, the most
academicians among private schools.
Tunghai University also has more than 12 thousand
alumni, making it a foundation in garnering a
centripetal force and alleviating a force of
development.

34

Ranked second
across the country

7

The number of partner schools with which the
school is established provides students with strong
resources for international exchange.

135.65 Hectares.
The school has a vast campus area. The living and
learning spaces that each teacher and student can
share on average are 82.57 square meters, which
is second to none in schools across the country.

departments

9

Bachelor's program
of day division

517 2017 academic year

colleges
College of Liberal Arts
College of Science
College of Engineering, College of Management
College of Social Science
Agricultural College
College of Fine Arts and Creative Design
College of Law

departments

International College

Bachelor's program of
continuing education
division

The full-time foreign teachers account for 7.13%
of all teachers, meaning that the school has a high
ratio of international teachers as a special feature.

261

16,429 2017 academic year

Number of full-time teachers

learning.

The first among
private schools

1955

Number of students

innovative and outstanding university with warmth, friendliness, and diverse
As a Christian university, the mission of Tunghai University is to practice the

Xitun Dist., Taichung City No. 1727, Sec. 4, Taiwan Blvd

7

35

Center for International Internship Development

14

Senior Technology Center
Da Vinci Co-learning and Co-creation Center

5

Mater's program of
continuing education
division

Center of Precision Instrument
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center

Mater's program of
day division

departments

Industry Collaboration and Incubation Center
Center of Social Practice and Urban Creation

departments

15

Research and
development centers

interdisciplinary centers
Center for Chinese Social and Management Studies
Life Science Research Center
Center for Nanoscience and Technology
Center for Tropical Ecology and Biodiversity

departments

Software Technology & Engineering Center

Ph. D. program
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History of Tunghai
In the late nineteenth century, the American Christian Church
successively established 13 Christian universities in Mainland
China, which showed a great deal of contribution to higher
education for Chinese people. In 1950, enthusiastic church
educators from Taiwan joined together to ask the United Board
for Christian Colleges in China to found a university in Taiwan,
in order to continue this fine tradition of Christian education in
Chinese areas. After thoughtful consideration, the United Board
decided to found Tunghai University on the Dadu Mountain in
Xitun District, Taichung City, and invited Nixon, vice president of
the United States, to participate in the groundbreaking
ceremony. In 1955, Tunghai University recruited 200 freshmen
for the first year.

Four symbols of the school badge
Blue color：

Symbolizing blue oceans and majestic purity

While lines：

Meaning gradual and endless rising of sunlight
and symbolizing the spirit of the school

Three-chain rings：
Representing the motto of the school, meaning
interlocking with each other as one

Cross：
Symbolizing the noble spirit of Christianity

At the beginning of the starting of the school, the pioneering
spirit, such as a labor service system, general education, library
opening system, student credit system, etc., owned by Tunghai
University is an unprecedented undertaking that has never been
seen before in the history of education. Since then, Tunghai
University has added colleges, departments, and centers year by
year, and the positions from the second to the eighth principals
were taken over by Dr. Teh-Yao Wu, Dr. Ming-Shan Xie, Dr.
Ke-Wang Mei, Dr. Da-Nian Ruan, Dr. Kang-Pei Wang, Dr.
Hai-Dong Cheng, and Dr. Ming-Zhe Tang. In 2016, Dr. Mao-Jiun
Wang took over as the ninth principal.

2006
the College of Fine Arts
and Creative Design was
officially established as
the seventh college.

2009
the College of Law was officially
established, and there were
eight teaching colleges in total.

2004

2016
2014
the International College was
established as the ninth college
at the school.

the second campus area of Tunghai
University was developed for school
expansion, and the building for the
College of Management, the building
for the Departments of Music and Fine
Arts, and the dormitory for
freshmen/faculty were built.

D r. M a o - J i u n Wa n g to o k o ve r a s t h e n i n t h
principal and regarded "Outstanding Tunghai" as
his school management philosophy and
"developing Tunghai to become an innovative
and outstanding university with a warm and
friendly campus environment" as the vision of Tunghai.

1995
the school made an effort to enhance
academic energy, establish an
interdisciplinary research center, and
improve hardware and software
facilities for teaching and research.

1993
the name of the School of Law
was changed into the College
of Social Science which was the
most complete social science
research unit in the central
area.

1980

the Agricultural College and the
School of Law were established,
and the number of students kept
increasing year by year.

1976

1953
the school preparation office and the
board of directors of Tunghai University
1955
were established and Dadu Mountain
in Xitun district of Taichung was selected Tunghai University officially recruited freshmen for the
first
year.
At
the
beginning
of the starting of the school,
as the location for the establishment
two colleges, the College of Liberal Arts and the College
of the school.
of Science, were established. The labor service system,
general education, and library opening system were
also firstly initiated across the country.
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the College of Business was
established. There were 4
colleges, 3 research institutes,
and 18 departments in
total.

1958
the third college, the College of
Engineering, was established to
cope with the upcoming era of
accelerating industrialization in
Taiwan.

1972
enrollment was expanded, and the
continuing education division and the
Experimental Farm were established.
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Organizational Structure

Teaching Units

College of
Liberal
Arts

Board of Directors
Principal
Vice Principal

College of
Engineering

College of
Social
Science

College of
Fine Arts
and Creative
Design

College of
Law

Department of
Chinese Literature

Department of
Foreign Languages
and Literature

Department of
Japanese Language
and Culture

Department of
History

Department of
Chemical and
Materials
Engineering

Department of
Environmental
Science and
Engineering
Department of
Industrial Engineering
and Enterprise Information

Department of
Computer Science
Department of
Electrical Engineering

Master Program of
Digital Innovation

Department of
Economics

Department/Graduate
Institute of Political
Science
Department of
Social Work
Graduate Institute
of Education

Department of
Sociology
Department of
Public Management
and Policy
Executive Master of
Public Affairs
Department of
Fine Arts

Department of Landscape
Architecture

Department of
Industrial Design

Department of Music

Department of
Architecture

Master Program of
Performing and Creative
Arts

2014 Academic YearInternational Business
Health Management Degree Program

Da Vinci Colearning and
Co-creation
Center

College of
Science

College of
Management

Office of
Academic
Affairs

Department of
Applied Physics

Department of
Chemistry

Department of
Life Science

Department of Applied
Mathematics

6 Offices

Research and
Development

International

College

Affiliated
High
School

Office of International
Relations

Department of
Department of
Business Administration International Business

Department of
Physical Education

Department of
Accounting

Department of Statistics

Department of
Finance

Department of Information
Management

Office of
Human Resource
Secretariat
Office
Accounting
Chaplain's
Office
Office
Office of Public Relations

8 Offices

Executive Master of Business
Administration Program

Agricultural
College

Office of
Student Affairs

Labor Safety and
Office of
General Affairs Sanitation Center

Office of Military
Instructor

School of
Continuing
Education

Experimental Farm
Affiliated High School

School of Continuing
Education

Placement and Alumni Office

Department of
Animal Science
and Biotechnology

Department of
Food Science

Department of
Hospitality
Management

Sports Reaction and
Health Management
Degree Program

International Business
Administration Program

Sustainability Science &
Engineering Program

2 Centers

Po-Ya
School

Computer Center
Center For Environmental Protection
and Occupational Safety and Health

Po-Ya School

Department of Law

Administration ProgramSports Reaction and

Center for
International
Internship
Development

Administrative Units

Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Center

2015 Academic Year Master

2016 Academic Year Sustainability

2017 Academic YearMaster Program

Program of Digital Innovation

Science & Engineering Program

of Performing and Creative Arts

Teaching
Center for Taiwan
Intelligent
Manufacturing
System

Center of Social
Practice and
Urban Creation

Life Science
Research Center

Center for
Nanoscience
and Technology

Software
Engineering &
Technology
Center

Center for
Chinese Social
andManagement
Studies

Center for
Tropical Ecology
and Biodiversity

Research
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